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Subject: HSCA documents

Body:

On the basis of the record receipts she keeps whenever we send stuff out to Archives II, Eileen kindly provided 

me with the overview below (overview below?? -- but you know what I mean!). Does the following make 

sense: working from the FRNs, Ben and Peter could be schooled and utilized to put together the HSCA 

document packets for all the Board meetings not yet forwarded to NARA (maybe, w/ Bob and Kevin's help, I 

could kick out the FDFs Monday, leaving Ben and Peter with the task of physically pulling together/copying the 

documents while I'm back in Phoenix). Meanwhile, I could be using the FRNs (knowing, with absolute 

certainty, that the physical documents themselves, will be forwarded to NARA, perhaps by me personally, 

during the week I hope to come back for before Thanksgiving) to help winnow the HSCA-cross reference 

database while in Phoenix. Any thoughts? To: Joseph Freeman/ARRBcc: Tom Samoluk/ARRB From: Eileen 

Sullivan/ARRB Date: 10/31/97 12:22:13 PMSubject: HSCA documentsAll HSCA consent release documents up 

to and including the April 1997 meeting have been transferred to the Archives.All HSCA documents that the 

Board reviewed up to and including the December 1996 meeting have been transferred to the Archives. Two 

documents from the July meeting have also been transferred (180-10115-10111 and 180-10115-10112.)What 

I have recently been given for transfer to the Archives:14 HSCA/WC documents (Dealy Plaza witness 

statements) that were just noticed in the Oct. mtg Federal Register notice.4 HSCA green documents from the 

June mtg.43 HSCA consent releases from the June mtg.These documents are all in my office.Obviously there 

are holes here -- we need to identify the location of HSCA consent release documents from June on. We also 

need to locate all 1997 mtg. documents (some, very few, that I have in my office.) NOTE: A lot of these HSCA 

documents are being handled by the CIA.I hope this is helpful.
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